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1. Introduction
In this paper we study closed sets having a neighbourhood with compact

closure which are positively asymptotically stable under a flow on a metric
space X. For an understanding of this and the rest of the introduction it is
sufficient for the reader to have in mind as an example of a flow a system of
first order, autonomous ordinary differential equations describing mathe-
matically a time-independent physical system; in short a dynamical system.
In a flow a set M is positively stable if the trajectories through all points
sufficiently close to M remain in the future in a given neighbourhood of M.
The set M is positively asymptotically stable if it is positively stable and, in
addition, trajectories through all points of some neighbourhood of M approach
M in the future.

It is hardly surprising that asymptotic stability in flows, having its origin
in classical dynamics, has been intensively studied. The reader is referred to
Bhatia and Szego's book (2) for a fairly complete account. A large number of
characterisations of asymptotic stability, some free from the concept of stability,
are in the literature. Here we present three new ones, each " stability-free "
and expressed, essentially, in terms of the behaviour in the past of trajectories
outside the set.

It is no real restriction as we shall see and it facilitates exposition if we
confine our attention in the rest of the introduction to a closed subset M of a
flow, having a neighbourhood with compact closure and positively invariant
in the sense that trajectories through all points of M lie in M in the future. Our
result establishes that each of the following conditions is equivalent to the
positive asymptotic stability of M:

(i) M has a neighbourhood outside of which all trajectories, other than
those in M, lie ultimately in the past;

(ii) M has a neighbourhood containing no negative prolongation limit points
of points outside M;

(iii) M has a neighbourhood containing no negative limit points of points
outside M.

A point y e X is a negative prolongation limit point of the point x e X if
there are points x*, y* e X arbitrarily close to x, y respectively with y* on the
trajectory through x* arbitrarily far in the past. A special case occurs when
x* can be taken to be x. Then y is a negative limit point of x.
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According to the first equivalence positive asymptotic stability, itself a type
of " strong " positive stability, can be characterised by that type of " strong "
negative instability which is condition (i). The second equivalence compares
favourably with the characterisation of positively stable sets as those sets M
containing no negative prolongation limit points of points outside M—an almost
immediate consequence of the definitions. On the other hand the third equi-
valence is in sharp contrast with the situation for positively stable sets, which
cannot be characterised as those sets M containing no negative limit points of
points outside M. See, for example, Ura ((7), § 3, p. 257).

2. Definitions and notation
In what follows X is a metric space. If M £ x and N ^ X, M denotes

the closure of M and N~^M the complement of M in N. I f A / c J and for
each xe X, L(x) is a subset of X then L(M) denotes the set u{L(x): x e M).

Let 3~ denote either the additive group B of real numbers with the usual
topology or the additive group Z of integers with the discrete topology and let
n be a continuous map from 1 x 5 into X such that for each xe X and each
s, te$~

n(x, 0) = x, n(n(x, s), r) = n(x, s + t).
Then {X, !7~, n) is called a flow on X and is said to be continuous or discrete
according a s 5 i s R or Z. For xeX and t e T it is more convenient to write
xt for n(x, t) if no confusion can arise.

For xeX the set y(x) = {xt e X: t e &~} is called the trajectory of x and the
set y+(x) = {xt e y(x): t ^ 0} is called the positive semi-trajectory of x. Let
M £ X and xeX. Then the positive semi-trajectory y+(x) is said to be
ultimately outside M if y+(xx)nM = 0 for some T ^ 0.

A non-void set M ^ X is said to be invariant if y{M) = M and positively
invariant if y+(M) = M. A closed, invariant set is said to be minimal if it
has no proper, closed, invariant subset. A compact invariant set always
contains a minimal set.

A set M £ X'vs, said to be isolated from minimal sets if it has a neighbourhood
containing no minimal sets except those (if any) in M.

For xe X the positive prolongation limit set of x, denoted J+(x), is the set
of all points yeXfor which there exist sequences {xn} inXand {tn} in3~ with
xn-*x, tn-> + oo and xntn-*y. For xe X the positive (or omega) limit set of x,
denoted L+(x), is the set of all points y e X for which there exists a sequence
{tn} in 5 with /„-» + oo and xtn-+y. Both J+{x) and L+(x) are closed, invariant
sets and clearly L+(x) £ J+(x) for all xeX.

Throughout the present paragraph M shall denote a non-void, closed
subset of X having a neighbourhood with compact closure. The set M is
said to be positively stable if for any neighbourhood U of M there is a neigh-
bourhood V of M such that y+(V) c JJ. Otherwise M is said to be positively
unstable. If M is positively stable and in addition there is a neighbourhood U
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of M such that L+(U) £ M, M is said to be positively asymptotically stable.
The set M is said to be a positive uniform attractor if there is a neighbourhood
U of M and, for any neighbourhood V of M, a T ^ 0 such that V+(£/T) £ K.
For the type of set considered here the definitions of stability and asymptotic
stability are equivalent to the usual definitions occurring in the literature, in
particular " z, 5 " definitions, and are more convenient for our purposes. The
reader is warned that Bhatia and Szego use the term uniform attractor in a
sense different to ours.

Corresponding " negatively sensed " definitions can be formulated through-
out in an obvious manner. Notations are sensed by affixing to them the
appropriate + or — sign.

The reader is referred to Chapter 2 of Bhatia and Szego's book (2) for a
general account of continuous flows on metric spaces, including most of the
concepts defined here.

3. An auxiliary result
In this section we establish two characterisations of asymptotic stability

which we shall need later. Firstly, however, it is necessary to list the following
known facts concerning stability.

Lemma. Let M be a non-void, closed subset of X having a neighbourhood
with compact closure. Then

(i) ifM is positively stable it is positively invariant and J~(X~^ M)nM = 0;
(ii) if M is positively invariant and J+(M) £ M then M is positively stable;

(iii) // M is positively invariant, isolated from minimal sets and

L-(X^M)nM = 0

then M is positively stable.

(i) and (ii) are elementary, (iii) follows from Theorem 3 of (4) if it be
observed that the proof as given applies if M is merely positively invariant
rather than invariant.

We now give the auxiliary result.

Theorem 1. Let M be a non-void, closed subset of X having a neighbourhood
with compact closure. Then the following are pairwise equivalent:

(i) M is positively asymptotically stable;
(ii) M is a positively invariant, positive uniform attractor;

(iii) M is positively stable and isolated from minimal sets.

For continuous flows that positive asymptotic stability implies positive
uniform attraction is due to Lefschetz ((5), (19.2)). For a proof in flows
see Lemma 1 of (3) and observe that the invariance of M there assumed is
irrelevant to the proof given. This together with the above lemma shows
that (i) implies (ii).
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Bhatia, Lazer and Szego ((1), Theorem 3.7) have proved the equivalence of
(i) and (ii) for continuous flows when X is locally compact and M is compact.
They use definitions which are trivially equivalent to ours and their proof
applies under present hypotheses on M. It needs adapting, however, for
discrete flows and so we prefer to prove here that (ii) implies (i).

Proof (ii)=*(i). Suppose M is a positively invariant, positive uniform
attractor. Clearly there is a sequence {Vk} of neighbourhoods of M with
compact closure such that M = nVk.

Firstly M is positively stable. Let yeJ+(M). Then there exists a point
xeM and sequences {xn} in X, {/„} in &~ with xn-*x, /n-> + oo and xntn-*y.
Since M is a positive uniform attractor there is a neighbourhood U of M
and for any k, ik ^ 0 such that y+(UTk) £ Vk. Further for any k and all
sufficiently large n, xne Uand tn ^ ik so that xntn e y+(xnxk) £ y+(U-:k) £ yk.
Thus for all k, y e Vk so that y e r\Vk = M. Hence J+(M) £ M and since M
is positively invariant it is positively stable.

Secondly L+(U) £ M. Let wet/. Then for any k, y+(mk) s Vk and so
L+(u) c y+(«Tt) s Ffc. Hence L+(u) £ nF* = M and so Z-+(£/) £ M.

It follows that Af is positively asymptotically stable.
It is immediate that (i) implies (iii). Saito ((6), Theorem 5) has shown that

(iii) implies (i) for continuous flows when Mis compact and A'is locally compact.
His proof applies under present assumptions when the flow is continuous but
depends on the theory of saddle sets which he develops. Here we give a short,
alternative proof valid for flows.

Proof (iii)=*(i). Suppose M is positively stable and isolated from minimal
sets. Then there is a neighbourhood U of M whose closure is compact and
contains no minimal sets not contained in M. Further there is a neighbourhood
V of M such that y+(V) £ U. If M is not positively asymptotically stable
there exists peV and L+(p) $ M. Now L+(j>) £ y+(p) £ V so that L+(p)
is compact and thus contains a minimal set, necessarily in M. Hence
£ + O ) n M ^ 0 . Now there exists r e L+(p)^M £ J+(p). Thus peJ~(r)
and L+(p) £ J~(r) so that 0 ^ L+(p)nM £ J~(r)nM. It follows from the
above lemma that M is positively unstable; a contradiction in view of which
M is positively asymptotically stable.

4. Characterisations of asymptotic stability
We now state and prove the main result of the paper.

Theorem 2. Let M be a non-void, closed subset of X having a neighbourhood
with compact closure. Then the following are pairwise equivalent:

(1) M is positively asymptotically stable;
(2) M is positively invariant and there is a neighbourhood U of M such that

any negative semi-trajectory outside M is ultimately outside U;
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(3) M is positively invariant and there is a neighbourhood V of M such that
J~(X^M)nV = 0;

(4) M is positively invariant and there is a neighbourhood W of M such
that L-(X^M)r\W= 0.

Proof (1)=*(2). Suppose M is positively asymptotically stable. Since by
the previous theorem M is necessarily isolated from minimal sets, there is a
neighbourhood U* of M such that, as we may suppose, U* is compact and
there are no minimal sets in U* other than those in M. Since M is positively
stable there is a neighbourhood U of M such that y+(U) £ U* and, as we
may suppose, U £ [/*. Now for any xeX^M either y~(x)nU* = 0 or
y~(x)nU* 94 0. In the former case clearly y~(x) is ultimately outside U.
In the latter case there exists y e y~(x)nU*. We show that y~(y) $ U*. For
if not 0 ^ L~(y) £ y~(y) £ V* and L~(y) being compact contains a minimal
set, necessarily in M. Hence L~(y)nM # 0 . Since

0 # L-(X^M)nM^J-(X-~M)nM,

according to the lemma, M is positively unstable; a contradiction in view of
which y~(y) $ U*. Thus there exists z e y~(y)^U* and so by the definition
of U, y~(z)nU = 0 . Thus in this case also y~(x) is ultimately outside U.

Now M, being positively stable, is positively invariant and the implication
is proved.

Proof (1)=*(3). Let M be positively asymptotically stable. Since by the
previous theorem M is necessarily a positive uniform attractor there is an open
neighbourhood V of M and for any neighbourhood F * o f M a T | 0 such that
y+(Vr) £ V*. We show that J~(X\M)nV = 0. For if not there exist
xeV, yeX~~-M with xeJ~(y) or equivalently yeJ+(x). Thus there exist
sequences {xn} in X and {tn} in ^" with xn-»x, tn-* + oo and xntn-+y. Clearly
we may suppose that xn e V for all n. Since y$M there is a neighbourhood
K* of M such that y$V*. Thus there exists x ̂  0 such that y+(Ft) £ F*.
Clearly we may suppose that tn ^ x for all «. Then

so that j e F*; a contradiction in view of which J~(X^~M)n V = 0.

As above, M is necessarily positively invariant and so the implication is
proved.

That (2) and (3) both imply (4) (with W the interior of U and V respectively)
is clear enough not to require proof here.

Proof (4)=*(1). Let M be positively invariant and have a neighbourhood
W such that L-(X~~-M)nW = 0 . A fortiori, L~(X^M)nM = 0. We
show that M is isolated from minimal sets. Clearly we may assume W compact.
Let N be a necessarily compact, minimal subset of W. Then L~(N) = N £ W
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so that J V s M . Thus M is isolated from minimal sets. It follows from the
lemma that M is positively stable and being isolated from minimal sets,
positively asymptotically stable according to the previous theorem.

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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